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Yue Feng is very speechless.
Nima, this Fairy Yunxiu is too unreasonable, you obviously took the initiative, but now
it’s my fault.
However, Yue Feng was too lazy to care about it, so he was about to turn around and
leave, and continued to rest on the grass.
“Stop!”
However, Fairy Yunxiu was unreasonable. At this moment, her eyes flickered and she
looked at Yue Feng suspiciously: “I ask you, did you put that toad by my side on
purpose?
” Xu Xianweng must know that he is afraid of toads, so he deliberately grabbed one and
put it beside him, it must be like this.
Nima!
At this moment, Yue Feng lost his patience and said with a chuckle: “It’s really
interesting, what am I doing to scare you without any injustice? Don’t falsely accuse
good people. Besides, this old man is not interested in using a toad to scare people.
” These, Yue Feng stopped talking nonsense, turned around and left.
“You…”
Fairy Yunxiu was so angry that she still wanted to speak. Suddenly, she heard
footsteps, and then, more than a dozen monster warriors rushed over and surrounded
the two of them.
“Who are you?”
At this time, the leading demon warrior first looked at Yue Feng, and then at Fairy
Yunxiu: “Dare to break into our demon clan forbidden area? Hurry up and recruit them
truthfully, or you will look good. “
Monster forbidden area?
Hearing this, both Yue Feng and Fairy Yunxiu were stunned.
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The next second, Yue Feng looked into the distance with the help of the torches in the
hands of these demon warriors, and saw a wooden sign standing behind a tree, with the
words ‘Forbidden land for demon race, death of trespassers’ vaguely written on it.
I’m going, really.
It’s just…. When was this black swamp a forbidden area by the demon clan?
Yue Feng clearly remembered that when the Demon Race and the Divine Realm
fought, the Demon Race chose to relocate the general territory in order to avoid being
involved in the war. After all, this new territory was only half a year old.
However, Yue Feng didn’t think too much. At that time, he smiled at the leading demon
warrior and said, “This warrior, don’t misunderstand, we didn’t break in on purpose, but
passed by. Seeing that it was getting late, we just rested here. Just a moment.”
“Rest?” The demon warrior looked hostile: “How can you rest in the demon territory?”
After
speaking, he asked coldly, “Who are you?” What is the purpose of coming here? The
attitude of this monster warrior made Fairy Yunxiu very unhappy, and she immediately
shouted: “Be polite to me, I tell you, my identity is not something you can provoke. “
As a celebrity next to Empress Hua Zhao, whoever sees her is not polite. This little
monster warrior in front of her dares to yell at her. It’s really abominable.
Fairy Yunxiu gets more and more angry the more she thinks about it. , was about to
reveal his identity, but was interrupted by Yue Feng.
“All warriors! “
Yue Feng accompanies the smiling face and rounds the field: “We are the scattered
immortals who traveled around. We passed by here today to simply take a rest, not
rashly.” “
While talking, Yue Feng winked at Fairy Yunxiu secretly.
This stupid woman has really revealed her identity. We’ll see how you end up.
Phew!
At this time, Fairy Yunxiu also calmed down and realized that something was wrong just
now. Reckless, you must know that Empress Hua Zhao explained when she left that
this time to collect ghost grasses, it must be done in secret.

The most important thing is not to let the demon clan know.
Thinking to herself, Fairy Yunxiu stepped aside.
Sanxian?
Hearing the answer, the leading demon warrior’s expression softened a bit. You must
know that there are many scattered immortals in the entire God’s Domain. These
scattered immortals are indifferent to fame and fortune, and they are unwilling to join the
Yutian Palace, so they travel around very happily. Zizai, after Yue Feng’s master
Guiguzi ascended into the realm of the gods, he did not join Yutian Palace and became
a loose immortal.
At this time, the leading monster warrior said: “Although you broke in unintentionally.
But this is our forbidden area, no trivial matter, you go to see the king with me, how to
deal with it depends on your good fortune.”
What?
Hearing this, Fairy Yunxiu suddenly trembled.
Want to see the White Tiger King? How does this work?
These monster warriors have limited knowledge and do not know themselves, but the
White Tiger King is different, I am afraid that they can see through their identity at a
glance.
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However, these demon warriors didn’t give Fairy Yunxiu a chance to react at all, they
swarmed up, tied her and Yue Feng Wuhua directly, and then escorted them to the
demon clan territory.
“Hey!”
On the way, Fairy Yunxiu found an opportunity and whispered to Yue Feng: “When we
meet the White Tiger King, we will pretend not to know each other, understand?”
When saying this, Fairy Yunxiu covered up. Incessant contempt.
It’s all this old man, if it weren’t for him, he wouldn’t be caught by the monster warriors.
After she thought about it, she should clear the relationship with Yue Feng first, so as
not to wait for the White Tiger King to ask, and cause more trouble.
Yue Feng was stunned for a moment, and replied with a half-smile, “Are you sure you
want to do this?”

“Otherwise, what else could it be?” Fairy Yunxiu said angrily.
Yue Feng nodded and said to himself: “I didn’t see the White Tiger King before I started
to despise me. I’ll beg you later.”
Swish!
The voices of the two were very low, but they were still heard by the monster warriors in
front of them, and they suddenly shouted angrily: “What are you two whispering about?
Shut up!”
Yue Feng smiled and stopped talking.
…
On the other side, the mainland of Kyushu, the Ice and Fire Island.
The nearly 100,000 members of the Sea Dragon Palace, led by Mo Yan, have already
attacked the Ice and Fire Island!
When it was just dawn, the patrolling disciples on Icefire Island were changing classes.
Suddenly, tens of thousands of Hailong Hall members raided and landed quickly, taking
Icefire Island by surprise.
At that time, the entire Ice and Fire Island was in a panic, and no one thought that the
pirates would dare to take the initiative to attack. You must know that for thousands of
years, Ice and Fire Island has always been a taboo for major pirate groups, because
there were many powerful pirates who wanted to occupy Ice and Fire Island, but they
were all defeated.
After all, Ice Fire Island is not only a sinister environment, it is easy to defend and
difficult to attack, but the Sikong family in charge of it is also full of talents.
In a hurry, the defense of the disciples of Icefire Island was quickly scattered by the
Hailong Hall members, and the fierce fighting was almost unstoppable.
However, none of these Icefire Island disciples flinched, gritted their teeth and
desperately resisted, because they all knew that these pirates were ruthless, and once
the Icefire Island fell, they would be in a doomed situation.
“Dangdangdang!” The
two sides kept fighting, the sound of weapons colliding and roaring echoed between the
sky and sea, and the entire Icefire Island was already full of corpses!
In the fierce battle, I saw four figures that were particularly brave!

It is the Sikong four brothers. “These pirates are really looking for death. They dare to
come to
Icefire Island.”
“Let’s kill more than anyone else.”
“Come on, we must kill them today.”
Like a flock of sheep, wherever they went, they heard the screams of the disciples of
the Sea Dragon Hall from time to time.
“I will meet you!”
Seeing this scene, Yu Du roared, his figure rose into the sky, and went straight to the
four brothers.
“Hufa Yu, let’s help you.” At the same time, several elders of the Bai family shouted and
followed closely behind, fighting against the four brothers with Yu Du.
After Mo Yan changed the name of Hailong Hall to Hailong Hall, she named herself the
‘Queen of Hailong’, and then appointed Yu Du as the guardian in front of the hall.
In the blink of an eye, the two sides fought fiercely in mid-air.
Seeing this situation, Sikong Yanran, who was fighting fiercely on the battlefield, had a
delicate face that couldn’t hide her worry: “Four senior brothers, be careful!”
As she spoke, Sikong Yanran held a long sword and rushed the disciples of the Sea
Dragon Palace. Repel, the figure is smart and elegant.
For more than a year, Sikong Yanran has spent most of her time in seclusion and
cultivation, her strength is not what it used to be, especially the practice of ‘Void Step’,
which is unpredictable and unpredictable. Her figure, some of whom couldn’t even react
at all, fell under her sword.
Bang Bang Bang…
In just a few minutes, the enemies who fell in front of Sikong Yanran almost piled up into
a hill.
Swish!
Seeing this scene, Mo Yan, who had been suspended in mid-air, locked her eyes tightly
on Sikong Yanran, and said coldly, “You are the owner of Icefire Island, this time this

king is not here to kill you all, as long as you both Recognize me as the master and join
the Sea Dragon Palace, this king will not treat you badly.”
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When she said this, Mo Yan looked at Sikong Yanran’s eyes with some anticipation.
This girl is young, but her strength is not low. If she can use it for herself, the strength of
the Sea Dragon Palace will definitely increase a lot.
Swish!
Hearing this, Sikong Yanran’s delicate face suddenly showed a bit of anger, without
hesitation at the time, she retorted coldly: “Sikong’s family has lived in seclusion on Ice
and Fire Island for nearly a thousand years, and has always been clean, how can I be
with you scumbags. For the company? You can fight if you want, no need to talk
nonsense.”
Sikong Yanran looks delicate, but her personality is very tough.
In her eyes, the Mo Yan in front of her was just the female leader of a gang of pirates. If
it sounded bad, she was the scum of all corners of the world. Naturally, she would not
give him a good face.
At this time, Sikong Yanran didn’t know yet that the woman in front of her had a great
background.
“Okay!”
Hearing this, Mo Yan’s delicate face was full of anger: “Very good, since you don’t know
how to lift things up, don’t blame me.”
Om!
The voice fell, and a powerful aura filled Mo Yan’s body, and immediately raised her
jade hand, hitting Sikong Yanran as fast as lightning.
Mo Yan’s speed was very fast, and she saw where her figure passed, leaving an
afterimage between the sky and sea.
What a great speed!
Feeling Moyan’s terrifying aura, Sikong Yanran’s pretty face changed. At that time, it
was too late to dodge, so she bit her lip and slapped her with a palm.
“clang!”

The palms of the two sides collided, and only a roar was heard. At the moment when
the two palms collided, a tyrannical fluctuation of internal force swept the audience.
Sikong Yanran’s delicate body trembled, and a muffled groan came out of her mouth,
and then staggered back, taking a few dozen steps to stabilize her figure.
On the other hand, Mo Yan remained motionless.
This…
At this moment, Sikong Yanran was full of shock, looking at Mo Yan’s eyes, full of
incredulity, this woman’s strength is a bit outrageous, right? You must know that for
more than a year, his strength has entered the late stage of the Tribulation Realm. Even
the heads of the sects in the Kyushu mainland are not necessarily his opponents, but
facing the woman in front of him, he even slaps the palm of his hand. Can’t take it?
Bang bang bang!
At this moment, the four Sikong brothers not far away, facing the siege of Yu Du and
several elders of the Bai family, are also in danger.
At this time, the four brothers almost burst out with all their strength, but they were still
unable to defeat Yu Du and everyone else.
Done! Seeing this scene, Sikong Yanran
was very anxious, and then she shouted: “A mere bunch of pirates, don’t even think
about destroying my Ice and Fire Island!” Seeing her clenching the long sword and
pointing straight at the sky, a fire flashed out, and a fire phoenix condensed out in the
air, quickly flying towards Mo Yan. hum! The fire phoenix rose against the wind. At first,
it was only a few meters in size, but it grew dozens of times in a blink of an eye.
Wherever it passed, the entire sky seemed to be on fire. Fengyu Jiuxiao is the supreme
martial art that has been handed down by the Sikong family to this day. It is extremely
mysterious. It is said that there are only a few people who have practiced it for
thousands of years. Half a year ago, Sikong Yanran retreated and practiced, breaking
through the tribulation realm, and also realized To the essence of Feng Yu Jiuxiao.
However, in Icefire Island, which is far overseas, Sikong Yanran had no chance to use
it, and it was only at this time that she used it for the first time.
Whoa!
Seeing the huge fire phoenix, the disciples around the Ice Fire Island were extremely
excited.
“My God, the eldest lady has become Feng Yu Jiuxiao.”

“Great, with this magical skill, these pirates are nothing to worry about!” “The eldest lady
is mighty
!”
, At the same time of excitement, there is also a lot of discussion. In their hearts, the
battle in front of them has already come to an end.
As soon as the eldest lady’s Feng Yu Jiuxiao came out, the female pirate leader would
definitely lose.
Huh….
Listening to the surrounding discussions, Mo Yan’s delicate face did not fluctuate in the
slightest, she looked at Huofeng who was getting closer, and said softly: “I really missed
the point just now, this girl is not old. It’s big, but there are a lot of tricks!” “Be
careful, Her Royal Highness!”
“Be careful!”
Seeing that Huofeng was about to collide with Moyan, at this moment, Yu Du and the
elders of the Bai family not far away were all tolerant. Can’t stop exclaiming.
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Especially Yu Du, his face is full of anxiety. As a pirate who is active in the open sea all
the year round, he is very clear about the practice of Icefire Island. According to rumors,
the Sikong family of Icefire Island has a unique skill that can transform into a phoenix.
No matter how tough an opponent is, they will be burned to ashes.
I thought this Sikong Yanran was a weak woman and could not use such magical skills,
but she never expected that she would actually use it.
Listening to the exclamations of her subordinates, Mo Yan did not mean to dodge at all,
but a smile appeared on her delicate face: “The flames around this phoenix are
extremely dangerous to others, but to me, it is a good thing. “
That’s right, I can use it to temper my demon body.” As
she said that, Mo Yan’s delicate body flashed and she went up to meet her.
“Om!” In the

next second, Huofeng and Moyan collided, and a loud noise broke out, forming a sea of
fire in mid-air. Under the blazing fire, the entire Icefire Island was illuminated as if it were
daytime.
For a moment, the whole place was silent.
A few seconds later, all the disciples of Icefire Island burst into cheers.
“Haha, the female pirate leader is dead.”
“That’s great, this battle is going to be won.”
“Dare to come to Ice and Fire Island to play wild, it’s really courting death.”
Sikong Yanran breathed a sigh of relief amid the cheers, and a look of expression
appeared on her face. smile. Once the female leader dies, the remaining pirates will be
defeated.
Yu Du, a few elders from the white clan, and the followers of the Sea Dragon Palace
were all frozen in shock.
Her Royal Highness just died like this?
“Look, it’s the queen!”
Suddenly, I don’t know who shouted, and all the members of the Sea Dragon Palace
immediately became very excited.
Just saw that, in the sea of fire, Mo Yan’s slender figure was looming, and the hot
flames did not cause any harm to her. Not only that, but some powerful people present
could clearly see that the flames were burning. Constantly absorbed by Mo Yan.
Yes, she is integrating the power of the fire phoenix to temper her demon body.
What?
How is this possible?
Seeing this scene, Sikong Yanran’s delicate body trembled, and she was completely
stunned. Feng Yu Jiuxiao, which she displayed, did not threaten Mo Yan at all.
How could this be? The flames formed by Feng Yu Jiuxiao were extremely hot, even
more terrifying than some strange flames. No one could stand it. Not only was this
woman okay, but she also absorbed these flames…

Sikong Yanran at this time, still She didn’t know that Mo Yan was the Holy Demon King
of the Demon Race, so she couldn’t help but possess a demon soul and a demon body.
The flames in the Kyushu Continent could not cause any harm to her at all.
At this moment, Mo Yan completed the tempering, and raised her jade hand,
condensing the surrounding fire into a huge fireball.
“Those who obey me will perish.”
At this moment, Moyan’s red lips parted lightly, and she spat out a few words. Then,
with a wave of her jade hand, the huge fireball fell from the sky.
boom!
The moment the fireball hit the ground, within a kilometer radius, the fire raged. The
disciples of Icefire Island within this area were almost too late to react, and they were
burned to ashes one by one.
Seeing this scene, the rest of the two sides felt chills down their spines.
This strength is too strong.
Seeing this scene, Sikong Yanran’s pretty face was pale, and her heart was filled with
despair and anger. She never thought that Feng Yu Jiuxiao, which she had displayed,
would be used by Mo Yan in the end.
The condensed fireball burned how many disciples of Icefire Island to death…
“Huh…”
Thinking to herself, Sikong Yanran’s delicate body trembled, and she slowly took a few
steps back. A bit weak, Feng Yu Jiuxiao’s move just now almost exhausted her internal
strength, and she no longer had the strength to fight.
“Little Junior Sister!”
“Little Junior Sister, how are you?”
At this moment, the four Sikongjia shouted and rushed over, all with worry on their
faces.
In the hearts of the four brothers, no one in the world is more important than the
younger sister.
“I’m fine!”

Sikong Yanran shook her head, then looked at the disciples of Icefire Island around her,
dying and hurting, her heart sank instantly.
For thousands of years, the Sikong family has been living in seclusion here, is it going
to be destroyed today?
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“Take them down!”
At this moment, Mo Yan’s red lips lightly parted, and she issued an order!
Whoa!
Immediately, countless members of the Sea Dragon Hall mobilized their figures, rushing
towards the five Sikong Yanran like a tidal wave.
call!
Sikong Yanran’s delicate face was full of despair when he saw the members of the
Hailong Palace who rushed over, and he sighed deeply at the same time.
It’s all over, but I really tried my best.
However, the four Sikongjia brothers did not panic at all, instead they were extremely
excited.
“Don’t be afraid, little junior sister, we are there.”
“Today, I will give these guys a glimpse of something interesting.”
“Yes, yes…” The
four brothers said in a babble, and took out one by one from their bodies. The dark ball
came out. This is a thunderbolt pearl researched by the four brothers. Ice and Fire
Island has a harsh environment and there are several volcanoes. The four brothers are
playful by nature. The beads are made by them using volcanic stones, which contain
the scorching heat of volcanic magma and are very powerful.
Whoosh whoosh!
After taking out the thunder beads, the four brothers did not hesitate, raised their hands
and smashed them towards the rushing people in the Sea Dragon Palace. In an instant,
the thunder beads exploded one after another, causing a roar.
“Ah!”

Most of the people in the Sea Dragon Palace were well-informed pirates, but it was the
first time they had seen this kind of hidden weapon.
“Let’s go!”
Taking this opportunity, the four brothers took Sikong Yanran and quickly flew towards
the beach, disappearing from everyone’s sight in the blink of an eye.
Seeing this, Yu Du was extremely frightened and shouted: “If you want to run, everyone
chase after me!” After saying that, he was about to set off to chase.
“Stop chasing!”
However, at this moment, Mo Yan shook her head and stopped the residual poison:
“First control the situation on Ice and Fire Island, those five people are all injured, even
if they escaped by chance, all around In the vast sea, they will not live long.”
“Yes.”
Yu Du quickly responded, greeted everyone, and subdued all the disciples of Ice and
Fire Island present.
At this moment, Mo Yan was suspended in the air, and the powerful aura that filled her
body almost enveloped the entire Ice and Fire Island.
“Everyone has seen it.”
At this time, Moyan looked around and said coldly to the disciples of Icefire Island:
“What is the fate of going against me? Now I will give you a chance.”
“Join our Sea Dragon Palace. “
Or, die!” The
voice was not loud, but it spread throughout the audience, especially the terrifying aura,
which was breathless.
Whoa!
For a time, the captured Icefire Island disciples looked at each other in dismay, and
finally knelt down and shouted in unison.
“My subordinates, see Sea Dragon Queen!”
Even Eldest Miss is not her opponent.

Seeing this scene, Mo Yan was very satisfied, showing a smile, and then directed at Yu
Du: “Clean up the battlefield immediately, take a night’s rest tonight, and leave again
tomorrow.”
Ice and Fire Island has been controlled by himself, and the rest is to annex other pirates
at sea.
“Yes!”
……
On the other side, the domain of the gods, the domain of the demon race.
When Yue Feng and Fairy Yunxiu were brought into the main hall, the sky was already
bright.
When he entered the hall, he saw the White Tiger King sitting there, and beside him
were the leaders of Qi Cai Lingfeng and other tribes. Recently, the demon clan has
been expanding its territory, and things are cumbersome, so the White Tiger King has to
discuss with everyone every day.
call!
Seeing this scene, Fairy Yunxiu was nervous, but Yue Feng had a relaxed expression
on her face.
Especially when he saw the colorful spirit phoenix, Yue Feng couldn’t help but admire
secretly.
I haven’t seen her for a while, and this colorful phoenix is even more charming. I saw
that she was wearing a colorful feather coat, her slender waist and beautiful legs were
exposed, and she was indescribably sexy.
Swish!
At this time, all the eyes of the hall were also focused on Yue Feng and Fairy Yunxiu,
especially the colorful Lingfeng. Seeing Yue Feng’s eyes staring at him, he suddenly
became angry.
How could such an unruly old man dare to look at himself like this and court death.
“What’s going on?”
At this time, the White Tiger King reacted and asked the leading demon warrior, “This
king is discussing matters, why did you bring two outsiders in, who are they?”
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“Go back to the king!”
The monster warrior trembled, and quickly responded: “They claim to be loose
immortals. They just broke into the forbidden area of the black swamp and were
captured by their subordinates.”
Huh?
Hearing this, the White Tiger King’s face sank, and he said coldly, “Even so, just drag it
out and chop it up.” His tone was firm and unquestionable.
You must know that there is a huge secret hidden in the depths of the black swamp. No
matter whether these two loose immortals really broke in by accident, or have other
purposes, it is safest to kill them directly.
“According to the order!”
Hearing the order, the demon warrior responded, and then he greeted his companions
and dragged Fairy Yue Feng and Yunxiu to the outside for execution.
What?
At this moment, Fairy Yunxiu’s delicate body trembled and she was furious.
This white tiger king is too domineering and unreasonable. They all said that he
accidentally broke into the black swamp, and he was going to beheaded?
No, you can’t sit still.
Thinking to herself, Fairy Yunxiu was about to mobilize her divine power to
counterattack. At this critical moment of life and death, her identity would be exposed.
“Wait, Your Majesty.”
Just at this critical moment, Yue Feng suddenly called out: “The wise are only good at
cultivating, we really broke into the black swamp unintentionally, and we didn’t have the
heart to offend. If we are going to be beheaded, Some of them are unreasonable,
right?”
When he said this, Yue Feng looked at the White Tiger King with burning eyes.
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There is nothing special about these words to others, but the White Tiger King is indeed
shocked.
Because of Yue Feng’s first sentence, “the wise man is good at secret cultivation”, it has
a special meaning for the White Tiger King. When the Demon Race and the Divine
Realm fought, the White Tiger King was worried that the Demon Race would be
involved, so he deliberately told Yue Feng. Asking for advice, Yue Feng said these
words at that time, meaning to let the White Tiger King lead the demon clan, avoid
disputes, and keep a low profile…
These words are still fresh in the White Tiger King’s memory until now.
This…
At this time, the White Tiger King stared at Yue Feng, and was very shocked.
Strange, how did this old man know what Your Excellency Yue Feng said? Could it be…
he is Yue Feng?
Thinking of this, the White Tiger King was very excited and quickly stood up: “So it
was…”
But Yue Feng interrupted him before he finished speaking.
“Your Majesty!”
At this moment, Yue Feng said while blinking at the White Tiger King: “Do you have a
son named Tucker? Half a year ago, the old man traveled to the Divine Realm and
happened to meet an injured boy, and he saved him. He, that young man claimed to be
the son of the White Tiger King, so I am your son’s benefactor, and if you want to kill me
now, is it considered a kind of revenge?”
The White Tiger King was quite clever, and he guessed his own name at once. Identity,
but in this situation, he is Yue Feng’s business and must not be exposed in front of Fairy
Yunxiu. He can only make up a lie and have a relationship with White Tiger Wang Pan.
Um?
At this moment, Fairy Yunxiu frowned.
This old man who had saved the White Tiger King’s son before, why didn’t he hear it
before?
Ha ha!

At the same time, the colorful Lingfeng sitting there and the leaders of other tribes
sneered.
This old man is really courting death. The White Tiger King’s son is not named Tucker
at all. He wants to make up a lie to fool the White Tiger King, but he is clever but
mistaken by wisdom, and he will die even worse later.
This… The
White Tiger King was also stunned, but he was very smart, and he immediately
understood that Yue Feng didn’t want to reveal his identity, and immediately nodded
with a smile: “Yes, yes, Your Excellency said this, this king remembered, it seems that
there is such a thing. One thing, Tucker told me when he came back, and I asked him
who his benefactor was, and he just said that he was an old man with an immortal style,
but he didn’t expect it to be Your Excellency.” As he
spoke, the White Tiger King quickly waved his hand: “What are you doing, why don’t
you release the binding of the honored guest?”
“Yes!” Upon hearing the order, a demon warrior responded and hurried over to release
Yue Feng.
what’s going on?
Seeing this scene, the leaders of Qicai Lingfeng and other tribes nearby were all
stunned.
This person is clearly lying, but the White Tiger King is not only not angry, but also
actively cooperates? However, I wondered that on such occasions, it is not easy for
them to take the initiative to ask.
call!
Fairy Yunxiu let out a sigh of relief, she was overjoyed, it was great, this rude old man is
really the benefactor of the son of the White Tiger King, and now he is not afraid of
being beheaded.
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“Emperor!”
At this moment, the White Tiger King looked at Fairy Yunxiu and asked politely to Yue
Feng, “I dare to ask who is next to you…”
This woman’s dress was a little different. It looks like the fairy of Yutian Palace, I am
afraid that the status is not low, but since it is with Yue Feng, it is better to ask.

Phew…
Seeing the White Tiger King asking about her identity, Fairy Yunxiu couldn’t help but
take a deep breath, her heart lifted.
At the same time, she stared at Yue Feng closely, her eyes full of anticipation.
This time he came to the Black Swamp to help Niangniang find the ghost grass, and he
would definitely not ignore himself.
However, Fairy Yunxiu looked forward to, but Yue Feng didn’t see it. He smiled slightly
and said lightly, “She, I don’t know her.”
At this moment, Yue Feng’s surface was indifferent, but his heart was dark.
Haha…. Fairy Yunxiu, on the way here just now, she thought she wanted to distance
herself from me. Now I will pretend not to know you and see what you do.
This….
Hearing this, Fairy Yunxiu shuddered, staring at Yue Feng with a complex expression
on her face.
This old man who is not serious, even said he doesn’t know me?
He must have done it on purpose.
“Oh!”
At this moment, the White Tiger King nodded: “Since it’s not with the benefactor, then
needless to say, pull it out and cut it.” After the
voice fell, a few monster warriors walked over.
Fairy Yunxiu was so anxious that she quickly walked to Yue Feng, bit her lip, and
whispered: “Xianweng, you have to help me, we came together…”
Seeing this situation, a few The demon warrior stopped.
With a leisurely expression on his face, Yue Feng said with a half-smile, “Yeah, we
came together, but you said on the road just now that you want to distance yourself
from me and don’t know anyone, so I naturally did. “
I…”

Fairy Yunxiu was so anxious, but couldn’t refute it, because Yue Feng was right. On the
way here, he said that in order to avoid being implicated by him, but who knows, he
actually He is the savior of the son of the White Tiger King.
“Xianweng, I was wrong before, I was wrong…”
At this time, Fairy Yunxiu had to put down her posture and pleaded in a low voice:
“Even if I beg you, don’t let the White Tiger King kill me.” Small, you can’t hear it if you
don’t listen carefully.
To be honest, Fairy Yunxiu didn’t want to be so dignified, but she couldn’t do anything. It
was impossible for her to rush out with her own strength. She never thought that she
would plead with this extremely annoying old man, and she never thought that she
would be so servile in front of him.
“What did you say?”
Yue Feng pretended to be unable to hear, and narrowed his eyes slightly: “I can’t hear
at all.” As he
spoke, Yue Feng took out his ears and looked down at Fairy Yunxiu.
“I…” At this time, Fairy Yunxiu, her delicate body trembled, bit her lip tightly, almost
bleeding: “I…. I beg you…. help me talk about it. Kind words, don’t let the White Tiger
King kill me.”
When she said this, Fairy Yunxiu lowered her head and didn’t look at Yue Feng at all,
her delicate and beautiful face was extremely red, you must know that she had always
disliked this “Qing ” Xu Xianweng’, let alone begging him, but now the situation is urgent
and he has to let go of all his dignity.
Um!
At this moment, Yue Feng nodded with a smile and made a stunned look: “You finally
know that you were wrong.”
At this moment, Yue Feng was in a very comfortable mood. The famous celebrity,
defiant and arrogant, is incomparably cold and arrogant when he sees anyone. At this
time, in front of him, isn’t he bowing his head?
“Your Majesty!” Yue Feng looked at the White Tiger King with a smile, and said very
embarrassedly, “Just now, the old man made a joke, she is actually my apprentice, and
she used to be shy before, so I said I don’t know each other. She, now that she admits
her mistake, please don’t worry about it.”

With that, Yue Feng turned his head to look at Fairy Yunxiu, and instructed, “You still
don’t see His Royal Highness the White Tiger King? You really don’t understand the
rules.”
Although Fairy Yunxiu was very It was abominable, but she was not guilty of death.
More importantly, she was really going to be beheaded by the White Tiger King, and
she couldn’t explain it to Empress Hua Zhao when she went back.
Chapter 4728
Swish!
At this moment, Fairy Yunxiu’s delicate body trembled, her blushing face instantly
became complicated, and her heart was even more embarrassed.
This old man is so abominable, he even took the opportunity to take advantage of me
and said that I was his apprentice?
However, under the grief and anger in her heart, Fairy Yunxiu did not dare to show it. At
that time, she took a step forward and bowed to the White Tiger King Yingying: “I have
seen the king.”
“It turned out to be a misunderstanding.” Although the
White Tiger King did not understand what was going on Son, but looking at Yue Feng’s
face, he still smiled and waved his hand: “Haha, then it’s all right.”
After saying that, he let the few monster warriors retreat.
call!
Seeing this scene, a stone hanging in Fairy Yunxiu’s heart finally fell to the ground, and
at the same time she did not forget to give Yue Feng a stern look, you are a beautiful
fairy, you dare to fall into the pit and humiliate me, wait for the return When I arrived at
Yuyao Xianyuan, I met the empress to see how I would treat you.
At this time, Fairy Yunxiu didn’t know yet, and Yue Feng wasn’t finished yet.
Dare to stare at me?
Aware of Fairy Yunxiu’s gaze, Yue Feng laughed secretly, then sat down on the chair
next to him, and accused her: “You stinky girl, I asked you to find a place to rest for the
teacher, you actually brought I broke into someone’s forbidden area and told you a few
words, but you still talked back.”

“I lay on the grass for a while, and my back was sore, why didn’t I come and beat my
teacher?”
When he said the last sentence, Yue Feng hooked his fingers at Fairy Yunxiu, like a
grandfather.
call….
Seeing this, the White Tiger King, Qi Cai Lingfeng, and the other demon leaders present
were all dark and indifferent. After all, it was normal for the apprentice to beat the back
and rub the shoulders of the master.
However, upon hearing this, Fairy Yunxiu’s delicate and beautiful face suddenly
became a little embarrassed.
There was also a burst of anger in my heart.
This old and unscrupulous person is really going too far. With so many people watching,
he actually asked me to beat him on the back? I only serve Empress Hua Zhao, what is
he?
“Oh?”
Seeing that Fairy Yunxiu didn’t respond, Yue Feng frowned, and said very unhappily,
“You girl still gave me a temper? Do you want me to expel you from my teacher’s door?”
“You ..” Fairy Yunxiu stomped her feet anxiously.
The White Tiger King only let him go because of his face. If he had nothing to do with
him, how could the White Tiger King forgive him lightly?
Thinking to herself, Fairy Yunxiu no longer hesitated, bit her lip, and then silently walked
behind Yue Feng, a pair of jade hands placed on his shoulders and kneaded gently.
“Master, is this strength enough?”
Fairy Yunxiu was full of humiliation when she shouted those two words, but she still held
back.
Um!
Yue Feng nodded: “It’s not bad.” After saying that, he closed his eyes in enjoyment.
I have to say that Fairy Yunxiu is worthy of being the favored maid by Empress Hua
Zhao. Her jade hands are soft and comfortable, just right.

Such a great opportunity, please enjoy it.
Thinking to himself, Yue Feng stretched his waist and said slowly: “You are a filial
apprentice, but you have a strong personality, which is too irritating. Okay, don’t pinch
your shoulders, your teacher’s legs are a little numb, give I’m beating.”
“You…”
Fairy Yunxiu was furious, and he had already let go of his dignity, but he had to take an
inch.
However, in the face of the situation in front of her, Fairy Yunxiu didn’t have a good
chance of having a seizure, so she bit her lip and nodded softly, “Okay Master.” After
the
voice fell, Fairy Yunxiu walked to Yue Feng, squatted down slowly, and began to give
He beat his leg lightly.
hiss.
Yue Feng was lying there, squinting his eyes and feeling refreshed. He seemed to be
resting, but he was observing Fairy Yunxiu secretly. From Yue Feng’s point of view, he
could just see Fairy Yunxiu’s perfect curve. Refreshing.
Aware of Yue Feng’s gaze, Fairy Yunxiu’s face flushed red, and she was so
embarrassed that she pinched her secretly.
hiss!
At that time, Yue Feng almost jumped up and couldn’t help taking a breath of cold air.
Fairy Yunxiu was also too temperamental, and she couldn’t help but take revenge after
a while.
But Yue Feng didn’t care, he closed it when he saw it, he sat up straight and waved his
hand: “Okay, okay, no need to hammer, this old bone will be broken by you…”
Chapter 4729 After
hearing this, Fairy Yunxiu quickly stood up and stepped aside.
At this time, Fairy Yunxiu seemed to be as docile as a kitten, but she hated Yue Feng
so much that she wanted to cut him into pieces.
This old and unscrupulous, he got cheap and sold well.
“Emperor!”

At this time, the White Tiger King stood up from the throne and said with a smile: “I have
already ordered people to prepare wine and food, and I also asked Engong to drink a
few drinks with this king. Before the graceful rescued the dog, Ben The king must thank
him well, haha…”
Your Excellency Yue Feng dressed up as a fairy, there must be other secrets, and you
must ask for advice later.
“Okay!”
Yue Feng nodded, stood up, and walked towards the courtyard behind the main hall
with the White Tiger King.
Seeing this scene, Fairy Yunxiu quickly followed.
However, after taking a few steps, Yue Feng suddenly stopped and said to her, “I’m
happy with your teacher and His Royal Highness the White Tiger King. Don’t follow your
daughter’s family, just wait here.”
He and the White Tiger King have a relationship There is an urgent matter to discuss,
how can I let her follow?
Hearing this, Fairy Yunxiu blushed and was very reluctant, but she nodded and said,
“Yes, Master.”
Haha…
Fairy Yunxiu, Fairy Yunxiu, do you have today too?
Seeing that she dared to be angry and did not dare to speak, Yue Feng was in a good
mood, so he left with the White Tiger King chatting and laughing.
The courtyard behind the main hall is where the White Tiger King rests. The rooms are
all made of stone, showing a simple atmosphere everywhere. Although it is not as
luxurious and elegant as Empress Hua Zhao’s Yuyao Xianyuan, it also has a different
artistic conception.
Entering the courtyard hall, under the instructions of the White Tiger King, after a while,
the food and drinks came one after another.
At this moment, the White Tiger King directed at those subordinates: “Okay, you all go
out.”
“Yes.”
Hearing the order, the subordinates who were waiting around left one after another.

For a time, the entire hall was left with the White Tiger King and Yue Feng.
“Your Excellency Yue Feng!”
At this moment, the White Tiger King couldn’t hide his excitement, and hurriedly asked,
“How did you do this?”
Yue Feng smiled bitterly, and said, “It’s hard to say anything, I’m the Immortal Weng
Qingxu now. , Prince Aolin’s master, to pass on his skills and help him to seize the
throne of the Emperor of Heaven at the ceremony of the Nine Heavens God a hundred
days later.” That’s
it!
Hearing this, the White Tiger King suddenly nodded: “No wonder that last time, the
Prince Aolin came with your handwritten letter.”
Then the White Tiger King was puzzled: “Your Excellency Yue Feng, I don’t understand,
God’s Domain has been slashing at you, especially when you helped them destroy the
Demon Race, but they crossed the river and demolished the bridge. I heard that
Empress Hua Zhao also issued a pursuit order and vowed to arrest you, why do you still
help that Prince Aolin?”
call!
Yue Feng took a deep breath and said earnestly: “Ms. Hua Zhao is Empress Hua Zhao,
and Prince Aolin is Prince Aolin. They cannot be confused. Indeed, what God’s Domain
has done before also makes me feel very chilled, but there are still some things that
need to be done. “
The God of the Nine Heavens is no longer here, and the entire God Realm needs a new
Heavenly Emperor to rule, but if this Heavenly Emperor is bloodthirsty and cruel, it will
be a catastrophe for the whole world. Therefore, I must support Prince Aolin to ascend
to the throne. “
As for Prince Aolin, he is generous, benevolent, and talented. He is the emperor of
heaven, and the whole world can enjoy peace.”
Hearing these words, the White Tiger King was stunned.
“Your Excellency Yue Feng!”
After a few seconds, the White Tiger King reacted and couldn’t hide his admiration:
“You are so kind and righteous, I’m really beyond my reach. Come, let me give you a
toast.”

Then he drank the wine in the cup. do.
Yue Feng also picked up the wine glass, raised his head and drank it.
Soon, the wine passed three rounds.
At this time, the White Tiger King thought of something, and couldn’t help but ask
curiously: “I dare to ask your Excellency, I looked a little familiar with that girl just now,
but she is a fairy in the Yutian Palace?
” The White Tiger King is inconvenient to ask.
Yue Feng smiled slightly, nodded and said, “Yes, her name is Fairy Yunxiu. She is
dedicated to serving Empress Hua Zhao. Speaking of which, she is considered to be a
very important person.”
After that, Yue Feng explained the purpose of coming to the Black Marsh. came out.
Chapter 4730
Haha…
Knowing the situation, the White Tiger King couldn’t help laughing out loud, and he was
also incomparably admired: “Your Excellency Yue Feng, you are still very powerful, and
you can turn Madam Hua Zhao around.”
“It’s just… You made up a ghost grass, and if you can’t get it back, how will you deal
with it?”
“Also, since Your Excellency Yue Feng wants to rectify that fairy Yunxiu, why not let me
do it for you?” The White Tiger King said angrily. : “It’s just that a maid next to Empress
Hua Zhao is so arrogant, I really don’t know how high the sky is.”
Yue Feng smiled slightly: “It’s not difficult, when I left, I took some ground medicine
powder from your demon clan and said It’s a ghost grass, they can’t see it at all.”
“As for Fairy Yunxiu, you don’t have to worry, I have many ways to deal with her.” After
speaking, Yue Feng thought of something and couldn’t help asking: ” By the way, it’s
only been a few months since you moved to a new territory, so why did you make the
Black Swamp a forbidden area?”
Huo!
Hearing the question, the White Tiger King’s face instantly became solemn, and he
drank a glass of wine and said in a complicated tone: “Your Excellency Yue Feng, you

don’t know something, there is a bottomless black hole in the depths of the black
swamp. Strong fluctuations in power, and golden light often appears. When our demon
clan first moved in, there were some warriors who came to investigate curiously, but
none of them came out alive.”
“In order to prevent more people from dying, I had to put the entire black The swamp
is a forbidden area.” A bottomless black hole?
Hearing this, Yue Feng was stunned for a moment, and at the same time he was very
interested, and said slowly: “This is interesting, it seems that it is necessary to
investigate.”
The White Tiger King’s face changed, and he quickly persuaded: “Your Excellency Yue
Feng, you must not take risks. I have checked the cave, and the power surging inside is
very terrifying.”
Yue Feng smiled, his face fearless: “It’s alright, I’m measured.” Even the red lotus of
Faye, which has appeared once in thousands of years, has been touched by himself.
How could he be scared by a hole in the ground?
“Okay!”
Seeing that he couldn’t persuade him, the White Tiger King was very helpless, and said
with a wry smile: “Since Your Excellency has made up your mind, I will arrange a
warrior immediately…”
Before he could finish speaking, Yue Feng waved his hand and interrupted: ” No, I’m
alone, it’s not good if there are too many people, and I can’t let that Fairy Yunxiu know
about this.”
“Understood!” The
White Tiger King nodded, then picked up the wine glass again, and drank with Yue
Feng.
This meal was drunk for more than two hours, during which the White Tiger King
specially arranged a resting place for Yue Feng and Fairy Yunxiu.
When I returned to the main hall, I saw Fairy Yunxiu still standing there, her delicate
face full of anxiety.
“You…”
At this time, seeing Yue Feng coming back with a smell of alcohol, Fairy Yunxiu
suddenly became annoyed and said angrily, “Why did you go for so long?”

At this time, no one was in the hall. , Fairy Yunxiu naturally did not look good.
Yue Feng said with a smile: “Of course I’m drinking, can’t you smell the alcohol on me?”
Shuh!
Seeing his attitude, Fairy Yunxiu became even more angry, and said tenderly, “I’ve
been waiting for you here for more than an hour, and you actually feel in the mood to
drink, okay, when I go back, I’ll tell the empress and see how she punishes her. You.”
The thought of pounding his back and pinching his shoulders made Fairy Yunxiu
tremble even more with anger.
Yue Feng’s face was indifferent: “Okay, if you want to sue, feel free to sue. You know
better than me what was going on at the time, and you took the initiative to distance
yourself from me before, but in the end, it was me who came.”
“I …”
For a while, Fairy Yunxiu’s face flushed, but she couldn’t refute.
After a few seconds, Fairy Yunxiu changed the subject and asked angrily: “When will
the White Tiger King let us go?”
“What?” Yue Feng said lightly: “We haven’t got the ghost grass yet, and, When I was
drinking just now, the White Tiger King has already promised me to enter the black
swamp to collect ghost grass.”
“Really?”
Fairy Yunxiu was stunned for a while, and then she asked happily, “Then what are you
waiting for? Let’s go quickly. .” She took the ghost grass and went back quickly, she
really didn’t want to stay in such a ghost place.

